
 

There are no heroes in these texts. Do you agree? 

The worlds presented in D'Aguiar’s The Longest Memory and Wright's Black Diggers both 
reveal the ways in which racism manifests itself. In the oppressive and unjust societies 
depicted, it takes heroes to stand up and fight for more equitable and fairer outcomes for all. 
Not only must the victims learn to stand up for themselves and be prepared to endure any 
consequences, but members of the ruling echelon must also be prepared to change the status 
quo. Ultimately, although the changes achieved by the heroes in these texts are relatively 
small ones, they do pave the way for wider, more sweeping and permanent change to occur 
later. 

It is those characters who are prepared to stand up for a cause or a belief who embody the 
ideals of heroism. Rather than conforming to the norms of society, they possess the strength 
to stand up for their beliefs. In The Longest Memory, Chapel is unable to surrender his hopes 
and dreams of living in a fairer society, despite the warnings he receives from his father. His 
love for Lydia and education engenders within him a burning desire to flee to the North 
'feel[ing] joy; not fear’ and consequently, D’Aguiar elucidates that the inability to compromise 
from one's beliefs forces people to act in heroic ways. These behaviours are also exhibited by 
the soldiers in Black Diggers. Bertie is prepared to risk his life to enlist, even defying his mother 
and grandfather because of his desire to ‘See the world - Fight for country’. Despite being 
underage, it is Bertie’s preparedness to stand up for what he believes in that motivates his 
honour the dead soldier. Underscoring Bertie’s view that 'he can't get buried in this dirt’, 
Wright reveals his growing awareness of the call of home and respect for his heritage. By 
standing up for their beliefs, these characters present themselves as heroes, not because their 
actions are necessarily revolutionary, but because they are independent actions in a 
conformist world. 

One of the more dangerous positions to adopt is one where members of the ruling elite 
advocate for the oppressed in their society. These people demonstrate heroic qualities and 
risk ostracism in order to defend those who are underprivileged or exploited. One such 
advocate is Lydia, daughter of privilege, teacher and lover of Chapel. Her public exchange with 
the editor of The Virginian, though she hides her identity as a courtesy to her father, raises 
the spectre of abolitionism and the possibility of mixed-race marriages. When she champions 
literacy and salaries for slaves she is labelled as ‘grossly mistaken' such that '[her] love for 
blacks clouds her ability to reason’. In Wright’s play, Cece the RSL secretary ensures Archie 
and his comrades are allowed to drink in the RSL Club: 'We don't see the skin, we see the 
service'. All of these people have much to lose in their various exchanges — position, power, 
respect — but they do it because they feel it is right to do so, they use their power to help 
advocate on behalf of those who they believe should be treated with more dignity. 

An even more dangerous position to adopt is that of activist. Those oppressed individuals who 
know the risks and dangers but are still prepared to act to try and rectify the wrongs they see 
around them demonstrate heroism through their bravery and commitment. In Black Diggers, 
this role is filled by Mick who having survived the war, believes that things go back to the way 
they were. Despite him being grossly mistaken, Mick fights against the forced acquisition of 
Indigenous Australian land by the public servants organising the Soldier Settlement Scheme. 



 

That Wright portrays him as such is a deliberate machination to emphasise his heroic 
behaviour. However, D’Aguiar portrays these acts in a more subversive way. The Longest 
Memory features a number of moments when characters act to defy established norms. 
Cook, for example, lets Chapel be taught to read because she is so proud of his intellect and 
abilities. While her initial instinct is to scream in horror, she ultimately decides that 'what I 
heard must not be taken from him' and she lets the lessons continue in defiance of what 
might happen. This small moment of domestic activism has far-reaching consequences that 
result in Chapel's death. Both texts show us these small but important moments of defiance 
that can be seen as heroic. 

Ultimately, although both texts end with the dominant social order still in place, some change 
has occurred. The preparedness of some individuals to challenge the norms of their society 
and their willingness to risk everything in pursuit of a more equitable world means that when 
it counts, they are heroes even if they are not entirely successful. Although their goals and 
ambitions might not have been fully realised, the act of speaking out and acting on these 
beliefs is both admirable and heroic. 


